THE BEST VAN LOCKS

UFO²

UFO+

UFO³

UFO Cloud

THE PERFECT CHOICE TO
PROTECT LCVs FROM
UNWANTED ACCESS
UFO VAN LOCKS is the ultimate range
of security locks for light commercial
vehicles, designed by Serrature
Meroni.
We have been making locks since
1945 and over 10 years ago we
developed the UFO VAN LOCKS, a
range
of
locks
designed
to
automotive standards, that has
quickly become the benchmark in the
market, with more than 600,000 locks
sold all over the world.
Security, quality, ease of use and
quick installation are the features that
have made the UFO², UFO+, UFO³,
and the latest UFO Cloud, so
successful.

UFO² is the evolution of the historic Meroni
UFO Classic, which 10 years ago
revolutionised the world of van security in
Italy and Europe.
UFO² and UFO Classic have the same
dimensions; the UFO² remaining ﬁxed to
the vehicle bodywork at all times. UFO² is
a user friendly deadlock, featuring a non
key retaining design.

The average installation time for the new
UFO² is only 25 minutes.
A quick solution providing immediate
additional security for your van and peace
of mind 24/7.
UFO² is the ideal solution for, leisure and
work, van owners who need additional
security when required.

UFO+ is a slamlock that provides even
more security for your van, automatically
locking itself once the door is shut; making
it unlikely that the driver will forget to lock
the doors.
With this lock, quality design and
construction reach a new level of security,
making the UFO+ the ideal choice for
couriers, multi-drop delivery drivers and
tradespeople, who absolutely need to

limit the chance of opportunistic theft.
UFO+, after its installation, remains ﬁxed to
the vehicle bodywork. The lock is
supplied with a practical set of reversible
ﬂat keys.
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The UFO³ range is the latest generation of
slamlocks, oﬀering the highest level of
security within Meroni van locks.
This range features a black Rilsan®
coating for maximum weather and
chemical protection.
The UFO³ range oﬀers 3 choices:
SMART DUO: a non key retaining
dual-function lock; it can be used either as
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a deadlock or slamlock, oﬀering greater
ﬂexibility.
COMFORT: our top seller, a slamlock that
has successfully passed the Sold Secure
Security Test Standard (Gold category) and
fullﬁlls
the
EN12320
(Grade
6)
requirements.
EXPERT: considered one of the highest
security slamlocks in the van security
industry.

Matching UFO³ with IoT technology, has
brought to life UFO Cloud, a pioneering
access control system that features four
log-in levels and diﬀerent permissions.
UFO Cloud allows you to open the vehicle
loading area, manage and set UFO via
Bluetooth, with a smartphone, using an
App or Web App.
An ideal solution for either a single van

owner or a large ﬂeet requiring associate
opening permissions, sending virtual keys
and setting key validity periods.
UFO Cloud works within an integrated
system where multiple smart locks are
managed via an App; not only controlling
the access of your van loading area, but
that of a house gate, front door or a locker
in your oﬃce, and much more.
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COMPARE BY SPECIFICATION
UFO²

UFO+

UFO³
SMART DUO

Zamak shell, pearl nickel ﬁnish
Brushed stainless steel shell, satin ﬁnish
Hardened steel 52:54 HRC shell, Rilsan® coated
Non key retaining
8 pin radial cylinder, anti-picking, anti-drilling cemented hardened core.
Tubular key with rubberised grip, oﬀering 250,000 combinations
15 pin high security cylinder, reversible ﬂat key with rubberised grip,
oﬀering more than 100,000 combinations
23 pin "experT pluS" maximum security cylinder, protected proﬁle,
anti-picking, anti-drilling, anti-impressioning, oﬀering more than
1,000,000 combinations
Anti-drilling defender for enhanced cylinder protection
Dust cover
Deadlock
Slamlock
Emergency unlocking system
Access control system, virtual key management, APP operated
Universal ﬁt*
*Possible exclusions may apply. Please consult your local dealer for further information
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